T suppressor efferent circuit which affects contact sensitivity to picryl chloride: the late-acting, second nonspecific T suppressor factor bears I-A determinants which are responsible for the I-A genetic restriction in its interaction with its target cell.
The T suppressor efferent circuit in the picryl (TNP) system, which inhibits the passive transfer of contact sensitivity, involves at least two antigen-nonspecific factors. The second nonspecific T suppressor factor (ns-2) bears I-A determinants of both the alpha and the beta chain as shown by affinity chromatography on immobilized anti-I-A monoclonal antibodies. Sequential absorption shows that the determinants of the alpha and beta chain occur on the same molecular complex. No absorption was obtained with anti-I-E antibody. There are two genetic restrictions associated with ns-2--the first is in its release from the second T suppressor efferent cell (on exposure to antigen) and the second is in its inhibitory interaction with its target cell. Both are MHC restricted and matching in I-A (but not I-E, or I-J) is sufficient. The question was asked whether the I-A of the ns-2 was directly responsible for the I-A genetic restriction in its action. F1 TsF was made in (H-2k X H-2b)F1 mice by injecting picrylated parental cells intravenously and triggering the release of ns-2 with the corresponding picrylated parental cells. Both I-Ak- and I-Ab-positive ns-2 were produced and were separated by affinity chromatography on immobilized anti-I-A monoclonal antibody. The I-A phenotype of these separated ns-2 of F1 origin determines the genetic restriction in their action; i.e., I-Ak+ ns-2 only inhibits passive transfer by H-2k cells and I-Ab+ ns-2 only acts on H-2b cells. In contrast, the I-A haplotype of the picrylated cell used to induce the Ts cell which makes ns-2 is unimportant. It was concluded that the I-A on the ns-2, and not a possible recognition site for I-A, serves as a restriction element. This finding suggests that ns-2 may act directly on the I-A-restricted T cell which mediates contact sensitivity.